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How do Computers Play Games? 

In this exhibit, you can learn how 
computers play games. Choose a 
strategy for the computer and then 
challenge the computer to a game 
of tic tac toe and five in a row. 

(Press Mouse Button to Continue] 
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Choose a Strategy 
You eM ,let tit. strat.'Ili the co .. ut.r 
"ill ItS. .,al •• t p.. pr.ss ... us. 
butt .. ~11. ~ cursor ls in a strat.'lI 
box t. uso tltat strat.,lI. pick • ... r. 
rafo· fur ... 1tl .. al 1.f.rRation "out 
tit. strat.!l .. . 

Look Ahead 
The C .... t.r leots at o •• rll possible future 
b.ard ,.sitl .. up t. a certain nuRber of 
... ues i.e tit. futur.. n. .... ve lIi.ldin! the 
b.st f.tur. ,.sit1 .... i .. . 

Voting 
The Co",uter has sev.ral s.partat. rules 
for chaos in, where to ... ve. Each rule 
·votes· what the next b.st ... v. YOuld be. 
and the .... jority .. ins. So .. rules have ooore 
votes than ath.rs. 

Random Choice 

TIlis fie contae; information about 
how the vo~ strategy worils. 

lilah, blah, blah. 

The CD",uter picks a randoR ooove. 
Press Mouse Button in this 
Window to Continue 

IIIIIIE INFO. 1 1 Look Ahead 1 

1 CHOOSE. 1 
ILook Ahead 1 

IIIIIRE INFOJ I Uotin! 

I CHO~SE J 
UotLn! 

I 1liiIE INFO 1 
RandoR Cho icel 

I CHI USE 1 
hndoR Cho icel 

Current Strategy: 

Random 
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Choice ~ 
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~ Your Turn - Please Pick a Move 

I YES II NO I Current Strategy: I Play Five in a Row r-
INew Gamell Quit I Look Ahead 
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~ Your Turn - Please Pick a Move 

l YES 1 NO 1 
H Play Tic Tac Toe I 

Current Strategy: 

~New GameH Quit I Look Ahead 
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~ Your Turn - Please Pick a Move 

I YES 1 NO 1 
~ Play Tic Tac Toe t 

Current Strategy: 

(New Gamell Quit 1 Random Choice 
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Thank Y ou for Playing 

Please let someone else try now! 

I Press Mouse Button to Restart 



Thesis Title: 

Design and Programming of a Interactive Exhibit for Museum Use. 

Text of Thesis Proposal 

For my thesis project I will design and program an exhibit 

display for the Computer Museum in Boston, MA. The exhibit will 

illustrate how computers are programmed to play games and will be part 

of an A.I./Robotics gallery. Project will include research into 

game-playing techniques, design of interactive program, programming, 

debugging, testing of exhibit code, and writing text displayed with 

exhibit. 

The program itself will be an interactive game-playing tutorial. 

Visitors will playa simple tic-tac-toe game against the computer, and 

then go on to playa more complicated version of tic-tac-toe. This 

more complicated version uses a 19x19 board and to win the player must 

get five tokens in a row. The computer will use different strategic 

methods for each successive game. Visitors will learn about the 

various advantages and disadvantages of each method as they play 

against the computer. 

I expect the thesis itself to focus on three major areas: exhibit 

design, program design, and strategic methods for simple game playing. 

Exhibit design is concerned with issues relating to a museum display, 

such as the user interface and interaction times. The program design 

is the basis behind the design of the modules and code of the program. 

The strategic methods are the various techniques which the computer 

can use to play its side of the game. 
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Target Audience: 

Visitors to the Computer Musuem come in two flavors: adults and 

children. Therefore, the exhibit has two target audiences, and must 

be able to entertain and educate on two levels. Although many adult 

visitors to the Computer Musuem are computer literate, the exhibit 

will assume only the most basic understanding of computers, one that 

might be achieved by walking through the musuem's other gallerys. 

The exhibit will entertain and educate children by playing a game 

simple enough to be understood by a young visitor to the musuem. 

Explanation of the strategic reasoning behind a move by the computer 

will not interfere with the actual playing of the game. Graphic 

representation of the computer's thought process will help illustrate 

the method the computer uses to make moves. 

More sophisticated visitors will find the game simple to play, 

but will be enlightened by seeing the graphic representation of the 

computer 1 s thought processes. 

Choice of Game 

The two games which will work best in this exhibit are 

tic-tac-toe and Pente. Pente is very similar to tic-tac-toe, except 

it is played on a 19x19 board, and it takes 5 pieces in a row to win. 

Tic-tac-toe is simple enough to be understood and recognized by 

everyone. Tic-tac-toe has an average playing time of 1-2 minutes, and 

Pente games can take anywhere from 2 minutes to 10 minutes. It it 

important that the games chosen to be used in the exhibit can be 

completei in a reasonable amount of time. 
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Choice of Strategy 

In the initial implementation of this exhibit, two different 

strategies will be presented. After the initial implementation, if 

time permits, more strategies will be included. The two strategies 

that will be implemented first will be recursive search with 

positional evaluation, where the computer anaylyses future moves, 

assigning a value to each one, and bases a move on that data, and 

table lookup, where the computer has a table of all possible moves, 

and bases the move on information from the table. 

If possible, I would like to add additional strategies to the 

computer's repertoire. Voting would be a good addition, as would be 

random playing. Goal Stacking is worth looking into. If the machine 

we use is fast enough, vastly different levels of recursive search 

with positional evaluation will be possible. 

Sample Interaction 

Here is an outline of a typical interaction between a user and 

the exhibit. The mode of input is dependant on the target machine, and 

is therefore not yet determined. The user will be presented with an 

offer to play tic-tac-toe, and to choose a strategy for the computer 

to use. 

The user will then play a game of tic-tac-toe against the 

machine. Whether or not the computer wins or loses, the user will be 

challenged to a game of Pente after the tic-tac-toe game. Again the 

user will be able to pick a strategy for the computer to use. After 

the completion of the game of Pente, the program will cycle back to 
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the inital display. 

In all situations where an input is expected, a timeout will send 

the program back to its initial state if input is not presented within 

an adequate amount of time. This length of time will not be so short 

as to interfere with useage even by the users slowest to respond. 

The screen display will contain 3 main windows. (see diagram). 

The first window, "A" on diagram, will contain the playing board. The 

second window, "B" on diagram, will contain graphic representation of 

the computer's thoughts. The way these thoughts are presented will 

differ with the different strategic methods used. Table lookup might 

show the computer paging through different boards to find the correct 

move, and recursive search might show each board as the computer 

evaluates it. 

The third window will 

Explanations such as "thinking .••. " 

Things still to be thought about 

contain messages 

or "your move." 

from the game. 

will go here. 

Backdrop text. I think we can wait a bit on this until we are 

aware of the machine we will use and the amount of space available. 

Input Method. Machine-dependant. 

Machine to use. 
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